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WURRE DANCE 
If You Are Reading 
Square Dance Magazine 
For The First Time . . . 
We have a FREE GIFT waiting for you! 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine would 
like you as a regular reader. There-
fore, we are offering you a FREE 
GIFT if you will subscribe RIGHT 
NOW. Also, if you decide to sub-
scribe for TWO years you can save 
$1.00 over regular rates. 
We think you'll like SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine. It is receiving 
praise everywhere for its great fea-
tures, its modern layout, its match-
less workshop sect:on, its topflight 
record reviews, its news of the 
movement throughout the nation 
and world. You won't want to miss 
a single issue in the months to 
come, so act NOW. Fill out cou-
pon below. Be sure to check your 
choice of gifts. 
CHOOSE ONE OF THESE FREE GIFTS 
MUSICAL MIXER FUN by 
Ray and Arvid Olson. Here 
is a book of easy, get-ac-
quainted musical mixers 
that will give you and 
others hours of fun and fel-
lowship. The name of the 
tune and record number of 
each mixer is also given. 
Here's a book every dan-
cer should own. 
JOHN WARD'S 
"CHECK- A -KALL." A 
proven way to work out 
new square dance calls 
anytime, anyplace. Just 
as a coach works out 
his new plays using dia-
grams and blocks, a cal-
ler can work out his new 
calls before actually us-
ing them. Visualize every 
movement. A $2.00 
value. 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine 
1622 North Rand Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004 
Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed. 
EI One Year at $5.00 	 0 Two Years at $9.00 
Canadian and Foreign add 50c a year for postage. U.S. funds 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP CODE 
Please send me the following FREE gift: 
D MUSICAL MIXER FUN BOOK 	 JOHN WARD'S CHEK-A-KALL 
We hope the coming year will be 
as great for SQUARE DANCE as the 
past. We have surely enjoyed each 
issue. 
Happy to know "Waltz You Saved 
For Me" is in the group of popular 
waltzes. Best to you and yours. 
Penny and Ross Crispino 
Nampa, Idaho 
. . . I have been calling for four 
years to clubs here in Northern Maine 
and in addition have called for and 
visited several clubs down-state and in 
the coastal area. From what I have 
seen, I would say that square dancing 
is certainly not non-existent . . . 
More interest should he concentrated 
on the general public from an adver-
tising standpoint. There is room for 
many thousands more dancers. I know 
that each and every club wishes to 
build up their membership to the ut-
most. 
Clifford Long 
Mars Hill, Maine 
Keeping dancers interested in the 
square dance movement should be the 
prime objective of every caller. Inter-
est is based upon a number of situa-
tions: a varied approach to existing 
basics, the introduction of new basics 
to your dancing groups, and experi-
mentation with original moves. How 
involved one gets with each situation 
depends upon two prime factors, the 
interest and ability of the dancers and 
caller. 
How do you decide what to teach? 
First, you must know the source from  
where the material came from. If it is 
a recognized publication then you can 
be sure that the material introduced 
has been carefully screened and work-
shopped. 
Second, through experience and 
dancer reaction, you will be able to de-
cide if the "new basic" fits into your 
repertoire and your dancers acceptance 
category. 
I sincerely feel that all new moves 
published in our two major square 
dance publications should be intro-
duced to established club level dancers. 
How involved you will get will depend 
upon the factors mentioned above—
interest and ability. Most of our basics 
come and go. Some will naturally stay 
and become an integral part of our 
choreographic material. 
If, through your travels and discus-
sions you hear of continued use of a 
specific basic, then the caller should 
seriously consider adding said basic to 
his repertoire. Acquaint your dancers 
with what is being used. This is your 
responsibility. You owe it to your 
dancers to keep them abreast of what 
is being danced. 
I have always felt that it was excit-
ing to learn something new. That 
which is taught need not be kept in 
our "dictionary of new calls," but 
teach it anyway. It will provide a nat-
ural stimulant to any given dance. Re-
cently, in my travels, I asked a caller 
if they were dancing a new basic that 
was introduced in a popular publica-
tion. His answer, "no, they're not call-
ing that in this area." My response 
was, "who are THEY if not YOU." 
Change is absolutely essential if we 
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O Lloyd Litman, Cleveland, Ohio square dance 
O caller and choreography analyst died last 
O month. Willard Orlich, our Workshop Editor, 
O has written the following Memoriam which 
O we want to share with you. Willard and Lloyd 
O were friends for many years. They shared ideas 
O and worked to develop modern square dance 
choreography. This is our way of saying "thank 
O you" to Lloyd Litman for his many contribu- 
O tions to the square dance field. 
O — IN MEMORIAM - 
O LLOYD LITMAN, Cleveland Ohio, square 
O dancing's most dedicated and knowledgeable 
choreography analyst is gone from the ranks. 
O Lloyd Litman has passed on to join the "big 
O event" in the hereafter. 
O Lloyd Litman: devoted father, loyal hus- 
O band, true friend of thousands of square danc- 
O ers, caller and teacher. Author of "Instant 
O Hash" book plus many other written contri- 
O butions to the square dance calling profession, 
O a leader and advocate of today's flowing 
O choreography. We shall sorely miss him. The 
O master has gone away and the gap in the 
O leadership ranks will be most difficult to close. 
O I have had the esteemed privilege of work- 
O ing with Lloyd since 1954. Over the years and 
0 through the confines of the Akron Area Work- 
0 shop explorations of square dance choreogra-phy, Lloyd was able to put into words and 
O practice many of today's accepted patter call- 
O ing theories. 
O We know that this group was close to his 
O heart because from here stemmed the corn- 
O munication to the national square dance lead- 
O ership. There has never been an equal to his 
O keen, precise, analytical choreography mind. 
O Uppermost in Lloyd's endeavors was to help 
O create a common language in our square dance 
E choreography analysis. Credited to him today 
O are such commonly used terms as zero-move- 
O ments, equivalents, set-ups, get-outs, 1P2P 
O route lines, Box 1-4 couple formations, etc. 
O It has been said that could we but analyze 
O 
correctly these published examples, every 
choreography movement known today or yet 
O to be discovered in the future, is diagrammed 
O in Lloyd's book. 
O A fitting tribute that the rest of us can 
O offer the memory of this talented man is to 
O continue pursuing the path of knowledge that 
O he has shown us in the sphere of square dance 
O choreography. I know that all of our square 
O dance leadership joins me in saying, "Thank 
O you, Lloyd, for your lasting contribution to 
O the world of square dancing. We surely miss 
O you."—Will Orlich. 	 0 
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SQUARE AND ROUND 
DANCING TOGETHER 
by Elaine and Glen Dolmar 
Obviously square and round danc-
ing belong together. A square dance 
caller has to have a few minutes to 
breathe. He can not call continuously 
for an entire evening without a break. 
The round dance program fills this 
break when there would be a lull in 
the dancing. For those who do not 
wish to smoke a cigarette or drink a 
cup of coffee, but wish to dance, there 
are rounds. They are not taking away 
from the square dance program, but 
filling in while the caller takes a 
much needed breather. 
The question arises, should squares 
and rounds b_ handled completely by 
the square dance caller? We think 
not. Square and round dancing is 
getting better and more elaborate ev-
ery year. We find that the good danc-
ers want both square and round danc-
ing on an evening program. 
Not too long ago square and round 
dancing was of the simplest form for 
the average dancer. At that time the 
enthusiastic leader taught both rounds 
and squares together. Today our lead-
ers of rounds and squares are as cap-
able and as enthusiastic as ever, but 
the movement has grown so much 
that we now have leaders that have 
become specialists in teaching rounds 
or squares. 
The teachers of square and rounds 
today teach more in less time than 
they did ten years ago. The dances 
are more elaborate and the dancers en-
joy it more. Beginners classes in rounds 
and squares are more effective today 
than ten years ago because instructors 
are more united as to what and how 
to teach. 
We had a few dancers who didn't 
believe this statement, so we asked 
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them to dig out some of those hard 
round dances of 10 years ago. Those 
dances that took several evenings to 
learn. These hard dances were then 
taught to our new dancers. Of the 
four that were selected to be taught, 
all were taught in less than one-half 
hour. We're sure that the square dance 
caller can make a similar example in 
square dancing. 
There are times when square danc-
ing needs smoothness of round danc-
ing and the challenge of remembering 
a sequence. There are times when 
round dancing needs the happy-go-
lucky mixing of people and frolic of 
square dancing. 
Due to the tremendous growth of 
the square and round dance move-
ment, we need specialists to teach the 
specific areas within our dance pro-
gram. 
In our travels around the country 
we have danced with many clubs. We 
found the most successful clubs were 
the ones with the evening divided 
equally between squares and rounds. 
These clubs all had a regular caller 
and a round dance leader for each 
dance. 
Yes, squares and rounds are getting 
more elaborate, but we wouldn't have 
it any other way. Without round danc-
ing we wouldn't square dance, with-
out square dancing we wouldn't round 
dance. The two complement each other 
and add much to an evenings enjoy-
ment. 
The day will surely come when 
we cease teaching round dancing. We 
sincerely hope that we will always be 
able to dance squares and rounds to-
gether—not as divided activities, but 
as one activity. 	 ❑ 
SQUARE 
FETE 
Can you top this for a weekend—en-
thusiastic dancers, top-notch callers, 
good floors and acoustics, rounds that 
the dancers remember, and a hotel with 
superb food and comfortable rooms! 
This sounds terrific, but how to get 
it? That was Edna and Lew Sulli-
van's problem when planning the first 
"Square Fete" back in 1962. Edna and 
Lew were members of a hard-working 
group that square danced everywhere 
within striking distance of home base, 
Metuchen, N. J. 
They organized square dance classes, 
workshops for new graduates, demon-
strations to get new dancers, and club 
and association projects to get new 
people into square dancing. 
Among their large circle of square 
dancer friends, the Sullivan's found 
many who longed for a change of pace 
—an exciting weekend program for 
experienced dancers to round-out (no 
pun) their routine calendar. Starting 
with this group—and their friends—
the first "Square Fete" was held in a 
small hotel in Atlantic City, N. J. 
The moments before that first square-
up time were a nightmare! Of all 
times, the hotel hot water boiler chose 
that evening to quit. Try explaining to 
thirty-two couples getting ready to 
dance that there's no hot water for 
showers! Someone quipped "use a de-
odorant that won't fade" and dancing 
started on schedule. That was the only 
complaint. George Campbell and Al 
Aderente never called better, and 
Edith and Bob Thompson's rounds  
pleased everybody. 
That was the beginning. In 1963 
the event moved to Chalfonte-Haddon 
Hall, Atlantic City's finest hotel, and 
this has been the home of "Square 
Fete" ever since. The dancers look 
forward to this weekend as the event 
of the year. A total of 151/2 squares 
attended "Square Fete — 1967". Eigh-
teen couples of these have attended 
all five years; that's over 50 per cent 
of the initial group. These "charter" 
members were presented a gold star. 
The same callers, George and Al, and 
the same round dance leaders, Edith 
and Bob, have worked for all five 
years; and they will be back for 
"Square Fete — 1968" which will be 
September 27-29 at Chalfonte-Haddon 
Hall. 
There are many dancers who would 
really enjoy this unique weeknd. All 
publicity has been word-of-mouth; 
dancers who attend invite other dancers 
that they think will enjoy a good, 
smooth, accomplished level of danc-
ing. 
Workshops are a very vital and en-
joyable part of the program. Enthusi-
asm has been tops. Of the fourteen 
squares who attended in 1966, thir-
teen were dancing and wanting more 
at the end of the final tip. 
If this experience can be helpful to 
others planning a weekend, or if any 
reader would like more information 
about "Square Fete", contact Edna and 
Lew Sullivan, 5665 Redding, Mem- 
phis, Tenn. 38117. 	 ❑ 
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Dancers at the 1967 Square Fete get together for a group photo. 
1967 Square Fete staff members. From left to right: Bob Thompson, Lew Sulli-













(First Night of Workshop) 
For these final ten "workshop" 
classes, I've described only the new 
material you will be teaching and not 
all the review figures or singing calls 
which will make up most of your 
tips. 
To teach centers in and cast-off 
have the heads lead to the right and 
circle to a line, go up to the middle 
and back, pass thru, wheel and deal 
and do a double pass thru—then 
hold it right there. On the call "cen-
ters in," the couple on the inside—
in the center of the set—is going to 
move up between the couple in front 
of them. You're in a line of four 
facing out—two men on one end, 
two girls on the other. That's the 
end of the centers in movement 
right there. The next call is "cast-
off three-quarters round." 
Men hook elbows with each other 
and the girls hook elbows with 
each other. The people in the cen-
ter of the line, ignore each other—
you're working with the ends of 
the line. In order to cast off three-
quarters, the end people will act as 
pivots and the center people (who 
did the centers in movement) will 
walk forward turning the ends as 
you move around. When you see 
another couple swinging around 
toward you, join hands in a new 
line with them and you have com-
pleted the cast off three-quarters 
around. 
Go up to the middle and back. 
Star thru in front of you and do a 
double pass thru. First couple go 
left, next go right and cross trail 
thru to the corner, man, do an alle-
mande left and come back one, 
promenade. 
Then go through this sequence 
with the sides active. There shouldn't 
be too much trouble with the cen-
ters in and cast-off so long as you 
don't let the dancers start moving 
before you have explained what it 
is they are to do. These two calls 
flow so naturally one from the oth-
er that the difficulties are usually 
minor. 
To teach cloverleaf, have the 
heads pass thru, separate and go 
around one to a line of four, move 
up to the middle and back. Every-
body just star thru and do a double 
pass thru, then hold it right there. 
On the call to "cloverleaf," here's 
what you're going to do. You have 
lines of two—one kind of line has 
a man behind a man—the other 
kind has a girl behind a girl. Those 
little lines of two are going to sep-
arate from each other and in single 
file are going to loop back in toward 
the center of the set until we have 
a couple facing in the middle and 
another couple behind them. 
Cloverleaf—single file away from 
each other then circle back all the 
way in and meet another couple. We 
should have one couple behind the 
other, ready to do a double pass thru. 
Do a double pass thru when you're 
facing out do another cloverleaf—
single file, separate and loop back 
in. Now, just the leading couple pass 
thru, and right and left thru with 
the outside two. Turn the girls, do 
a left allemande in front of you, 
then promenade. 
We've reached the point where 
all I am giving you now is a rela-
tively simple teaching figure and 
leaving it up to you to find other 
figures and dances which use the 
basics you are teaching so that you 
can give variety and plenty of prac-
tice to the dancers. There are many 
sources of material available to call-




(Second Night of Workshop) 
While the swing thru is not usu-
ally done out of an ocean wave any 
more, it is my opinion that for teach-
ing it the ocean wave set-up is 
probably a good thing. 
Have the heads go forward and 
back, with the opposite two do a do-
sa-do, all the way around make an 
ocean wave, balance forward and 
back. Hold it right there. We're 
going to swing thru. It consists of 
two arm swings. The first arm swing 
is by the right and you will turn 
halfway until the end people (in 
this case the men) move to the in-
side of the line. 
Men are then in the middle, take 
forearm holds again along that line. 
Now here comes the second arm 
swing. The ones who have left arms 
joined—that's the men in the cen-
ter—turn one another by that left 
arm another half turn—go. Join in 
those forearm holds once more and 
you can have swung (swang?) thru. 
So there were two arm turning  
movements—first the end people 
turned by the right. Then the center 
people turned by the left. First by 
the right, then by the left. That's 
swing thru. 
Heads go forward and back with 
you, do-sa-do the opposite two, all 
the way around make an ocean 
wave, rock it forward and back, 
swing thru, ends by the right, men 
by the left, balance too. Swing thru 
again, new ends by the right, girls by 
the left and balance too, cross trail 
thru and look out, man, corners all 
do a left allemande. 
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23rd NIGHT 
(Third Night of Workshop) 
To teach circulate have the heads 
square thru four hands around, do-
sa-do the outside two, all the way 
around make an ocean wave, rock 
forward and back and hold it right 
there. The figure we are going to 
look at tonight is called circulate. 
Men, you're on the ends of the 
ocean wave, but you are also—all 
four of you—in a kind of "race-
track" around the outside of the 
set. Men—all four men—move for-
ward one position in your race-
track and take the place of the man 
ahead of you. Two of you simply 
change ends of your line, and two 
of you go across the set to the end 
of the other line. That one-quarter 
position move-up is called circulate. 
Men, circulate again—go—just one 
position. Two of you change to the 
other end of your own line and two 
of you cross to the end of the other 
line. Men, circulate again—one po-
sition. One more time, men circu-
late. And you're back where you 
started from. 
Everybody now, by the right fore-
arm turn half around and put the 
men in the middle of the ocean wave 
lines. This racetrack you're in now 
is a smaller one—inside the other 
one—and you'll be moving in the 
opposite direction this time. The 
girls are in your big racetrack now, 
so you have to stay inside in the 
smaller one. Men—•circulate one po-
sition. Stay inside in the small race-
track. Circulate again, men—one po-
sition. Men, circulate again. And 
once more, men circulate. You 
should be back where you started. 
By the right forearm swing half 
again putting the men back on the 
outside. 
Girls, you're in the small race-
track now—inside the one formed 
by the men. In your own racetrack 
now, girls, move forward and 
take the place of the girl ahead of 
you. Girls, circulate again—two of 
you just move to the left in a little 
semicircle and two of you cross the 
set. Girls, circulate one more time. 
And again, girls circulate. Should be 
back at the starting gate again. 
Now, swing by the right arm 
half-way so the girls are on the out-
side. You've got the big racetrack 
again, girls. Girls, circulate. One 
position. Two cross over and two 
change ends of your own line. Cir-
culate again. And again. Once more, 
and there you are. Do a right and 
left thru, dive thru, star thru, cross 
trail thru to the corner for a left 
allemande, go home and square your 
sets. 
Heads go forward and back with 
you, square thru go two by two, all 
the way to the outside two, do-sa-do 
go all the way around, make an 
ocean wave when you come down, 
boys circulate and balance eight, 
girls circulate, keep it straight, boys 
circulate and balance again, girls 
circulate, balance then, right and left 
thru and turn 'em too, dive thru 
and square thru, three-q u a rt e r s 
around in the middle of the land 
and find the corner for a left alle-
mande, partners all a right and left 
grand, meet your girl and promen- 
ade home. 	 ❑ 






VVILLARD ORL1CH /v 
CHOREOGRAPHY 
Once more the FAN idea is being 
explored as outlined in the Choreo-
graphy section of last month's 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine. This 
month's new idea is called FAN 
CHAIN THRU and once more means 
that the centers start something from 
an ocean wave or two-faced line. 
Spin chain thru (SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine, May 1967) is used from 
two parallel ocean waves meaning 
that the ends swing half, *centers 
swing 3A, new centers (across the set) 
swing half, then swing 3/4 again to re-
form the two parallel ocean waves*. 
The center movements from * to * is 
the FAN CHAIN THRU like fan the 
top is the last part of spin the top. 
In other words, spin chain thru can 
be called "ends swing half, fan chain 
thru". The advantage again like fan 
the top is that the movements can also 
be used from a two-faced line as well 
as from an ocean wave (see last figure 
of NEW IDEA section). From an 
ocean wave, you tould have ends or 
centers run and then fan chain thru. 
These ideas have already been pur-
sued by some choreographers with new 
names tacked on to them but can now 
be called directional and at the same 
time rove the ends around any way 
desired while the centers are moving  
thru the fan chain thru, 12 count 
movement. 
Like fan the top, FAN CHAIN 
THRU is started by the center two 
dancers with either a left hand or a 
right hand. Without changing the 
ends facing direction, the form of the 
waves or two-faced lines will not be 
changed at the finish of the fan chain 
thru. Choreography-wise, the centers 
doing the fan chain thru will have 
uncirculated one position. Therefore, 
if the ends of an ocean wave circulate 
one position during a fan chain thru, 
all will end up with opposite dancers. 
EXAMPLE from ocean waves OR 
two-faced lines: 
FAN CHAIN THRU, ends circulate 
FAN CHAIN THRU, ends circulate 
Above is Zero movement. 
At the expense of repeating what 
was noted last month, I again point 
to the possibility that the word "FAN" 
something could mean the centers start 
the reaction, for example, FAN thru, 
FAN the top, and FAN chain thru. 
Only time and exploration will prove 
or disprove the theory after dancer re-
action is evaluated and usage with 
time is considered. A whole new "fam-
ily" of movements is at our doorstep 
like the "circulate" family and the 
"fold" series. 
For those who fight all new ideas 
(and I'm one of these), the thought is 
a good one, lends to directional move- 
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ment of the dancers, and is not just 
"drill" work on the part of the danc-
ers. Actual dancing is involved. Fan 
chain thru is a twelve count move-
ment. Fan the top is a four count 
movement but—it does require posi-
tion dancing—knowledge of where it 
starts and where it ends. 
The time of sloppy, anything goes 
of the square thru introduction days 
is now long gone. Insist upon your 
dancers executing your commands pre-
cisely and you won't have problems. 
Are you knowledgable of all our square 
dance movements? Can you teach 
them to others? 
CALLERS' 
QUESTIONS 
ED SCHNABEL, Wintersville, Ohio: 
"Refer to page 22 of November 1967 
SQUARE DANCE issue . . . unable to 
get a spin the top plus box the gnat 
to equal a star thru . . . help!" 
Sorry, we dropped the first line 
which should have been: 
Two ladies chain 
Same couples spin the top 
Then box the gnat 
This is the "star thru" equivalent. 
CHUCK TIPPETT, Mishawaka, 
Ind.: "I have found that reviewing the 
square dance material and ideas that 
you have put forth (since 1961) has 
stimulated my own thinking processes. 
It has made me stay alert to what the 
square dancer really wants. A caller 
can't keep all the dancers happy ALL 
the time but if you sincerely try to 
stay alert to their capabilities and de-
sires, you can go a long way toward 
keeping some of them happy some of 
the time. When I think of all the 
square dancing I have sent down the 
drain because of my inadequacies, it is  
enough to deflate me as to knowing 
everything there is to know in square 
dancing, but I'll keep trying!" 
Thank you, Chuck, and for the fig-
ures you sent along. They will be 
published from time to time as we try 
them all for size. With the attitude 
you have, you should have no trouble 
being counted by your dancers as rank-
ing with the best. Keep up your good 
work and attitude! 
MAL MINSHALL, Sidney, Nebr.: 
"Is it compulsory to do a 'Red Hot' 
movement from a promenade, cirde 
or lines of four? Enclosed are a couple 
of figures that I am currently using." 
The movement of "Red Hot" should 
mean to start a "right hand round 
the right-hand girl" . . . The right-
hand girl can be determined by the 
dancers under certain conditions. For 
example, squared up, circle, promen-
ade, and lines. Your figure using 
heads to square thru four hands round 
and then go red hot does not give the 
dancers a fair shake. They are estab-
lishing that person as their corner 
from the original set-up (squared up). 
We expect them to know from this 
set-up their corner, opposite, right-hand 
and then you change the rules on 
them. If you insist on using the corner 
to start a "red-hot" movement, just 
call it directional. 
Heads square thru, four hands round 
Turn corner right go all the way 
round 
New corner left, go all the way 
round 
New corner right, back to new part-
ner . . . 
Any variation of the rule should be 
pre-determined and established saying 
"like a Red Hot". You will get better 
dancer reaction. 
HUGH ARMSTRONG, Regina, 
Sask., Canada: "On call to substitute 
from a completed double pass thru 
position, it is likely that (1) the inside 
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couple arches, outsides back under. 
Doesn't the couple going to the out-
side (2) do a frontier whirl to face 
back to center of set? If not, what 
happened to the rule of those going to 
the outside (3) with hands joined do-
ing an automatic frontier whirl to face 
back in?" 
(1) Rule of substitue is lead couple 
arches, others duck thru. Couples back 
thru. Couples back to back do a 
"bumps-titute," insides arch, outsides 
back under. (2) No, the couple going 
to the outside does not frontier whirl. 
(3) There is NO set rule that I know 
of regarding the joined hands, facing 
out, frontier whirl automatically ex-
cept on ends turn in and insides arch, 
dive thru. From facing lines of four, 
centers arch, ends duck out the hands 
are joined and they stay that way. 
And how about lines Dixie twirl to 
face out Or lines facing in and wheel 
and deal out? 
BASIC 
BREAKDOWN 
TURN BACK TIPS 
Individual turn backs by the dancer 
with or without the help of another 
dancer is sometimes left to the individ-
ual's discretion, without a clearly de-
fined method of doing so. We covered 
the couple activity (wheel around, 
backtrack) in the September 1966 is-
sue. Listed below are tips we might 
all assume that every square dancer 
and caller knows and practices. 
BOX THE GNAT: Facing partners 
(man and lady) join right hands, lady 
makes a left face turn under the man's 
raised right arm as the man walks for-
ward making a half right face turn to 
face each other. In effeCt, the dancers 
have exchanged places and reversed 
facing direction 180°. 
DROP HANDS unless the next 
command uses them—square thru, 
right and left thru, pull by. Use loose 
hand holds, man's fingers pointing 
down so that lady's hand can easily 
turn around them. 
SWAT THE FLEA: Same as above 
with the use of left hands by each, 
lady makes a right face turn under the 
man's raised left arm as the man does 
a half left face turn to face each 
other. The term "swat" instead of box 
should be used to help the dancer's 
reaction as to which hand to extend to 
each other. "Box" indicates right hand, 
"swat" indicates left hand. 
EXAMPLE 
Head couples right and left thru 
Opposite box the gnat 
Pass thru, separate around one 
In the middle, swat the flea 
Pull by, right and left thru the outside 
two 
Insides arch, dive thru and box the 
gnat 
U turn back to a left allemande . . . 
U TURN BACK (TURN ALONE): 
An individual about face but not army 
style. Dancers turn away from their 
partner 180° to reverse facing direc-
tion. This traffic pattern is carried 
thru in other movements (peel-off, 
cross trail). From couples promenad-
ing and ladies or outsides told to "turn 
back", the dancers turn out or away 
from their partner to reverse moving 
direction into the next command. 
EXAMPLE 
Head couples cross trail thru, U turn 
back 
Pass thru, separate around one 
Into the middle and star thru 
Pass thru, promenade left two by two 
Sides wheel in behind them 
Promenade and don't slow down 
Girls turn back on the outside track 
Men turn back behind your date 
Star by the right, star all eight 
11 
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Girls roll (turn) out, pass one man 
Corners all, left allemande . . . 
TURN THRU: Facing dancers turn 
opposite with a right forearm turn 
and pull by to end up back to back 
with them. Can also he done each us-
ing a left forearm turn and is usually 
called "left turn thru" but is not 
necessarily so if the left hand is the 
next logical or available hand free for 
the command when given. A turn thru 
command given a left-handed ocean 
wave (Dixie style to ocean wave) 
would find the dancers responding 
with a left-handed turn thru. 
Upon meeting a dancer in a right 
and left grand position, a turn back 
would be a "turn thru". This is also 
true in the Daisy chain variation. The 
advantage is being able to turn back 
and pull by when meeting a dancer of 
the same sex when "box the gnat" or 
"swat the flea" would cause a decision 
to be made as to who was the girl 





Head two couples right and left thru 
Side couples cross trail thru 
Separate, go around one 
Come into the center, turn thru 
Do-sa-do with the outside two 
Swing thru two by two 
Without a stop, spin the top 
When you're thru, star thru 
Outsides double pass thru 
Clover leaf and center two 
Dixie daisy across the square 
Centers in, cast off 3/4 around 
Star thru as you come down 
Face your partner, star thru 
Substitute, back over two 
Center two square thru three hands 
around 
Left allemande . . . 
SOME CAN 
by Bill Armstrong, Los Angeles, Calif. 
One and three square thru 
Right and left thru 
Eight chain four 
Those who can turn thru 
Those who can left turn thru 
Outside two turn back 
Those who can right and left thru 
Those who can left allemande . . . 
HOODESAY 
by Bill Armstrong, Los Angeles, Calif. 
One and three pass thru, separate 
Around one, line of four 
Center two right and left thru 
Same two square thru 
Other two star thru 
Right and left thru, dive thru 
Pass thru, star thru 
Just the ends star thru 
Same two right and left thru 
Same two square thru, split two 
Line up four, center two pass thru 
U turn back, same two square thru 
Other two star thru 
California twirl, right and left thru 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande . . . 
FIGURES 
BOTH ENDS TURN IN 
by Will Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
All four ladies chain across 
Heads to the right and circle four 
Head men break and line up four 
Forward eight and back, pass thru 
Centers arch, ends turn in, turn thru 
Left square thru the outside two 
You're facing out, centers arch 
Ends turn in, turn thru 
Left square thru the outside two 
You're facing out, U turn back 
Right, left, right, left allemande . 
LEFT TURN IN 
Head couples swing star thru 
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Circle four the outside two 
Head men break, line up four 
Go forward and back 
Pass thru, centers arch 
Only left end turn in 
Others Dixie twirl 
Four men Dixie chain 
First go right, next go left 
Around one and circle eight 
Reverse back single file 
Men turn back, Dixie grand 
Right, left, right, left allemande 
RIGHT END TURN IN 
Heads lead right and circle four 
Head gents break and line up four 
Forward eight and back, pass thru 
Centers arch, right end turn in 
Others Dixie twirl 
Four ladies Dixie chain 
Turn left around one, down the middle 
Dixie style to a wave 
Step thru, swat the flea 
Left square thru right where you be 
You're facing out, centers arch 
Both ends turn in 
Dixie chain on a double track 
Lady go left, gents go right 
Left allemande . . . 
DUCK SOUP 
Head couples right and left thru 
Star thru, pass thru 
Swing thru, Centers arch 
Ends duck thru, peel-off 
Then wheel and deal 
One in front, left allemande 
A LITTLE TOP 
by John Shallow, Diamond Bar, Calif. 
One and three star thru 
California twirl, do-sa-do 
Make an ocean wave, swing thru, 
Spin the top 
Right and left thru, star thru 
Dive thru, pass thru, star thru 
Do-sa-do, make an ocean wave 
Swing thru, spin the top 
Right and left thru, dive thru 
Right and left thru 
Roll away half sashay, turn thru 
Allemande left . . . 
A LITTLE TO THE RIGHT 
by John Shallow, Diamond Bar, Calif. 
One and three square thru 
Right and left thru with the outside 
two 
Dive thru, star thru, right and left 
thru 
Roll away half sashay, star thru 
Do.sa-do, make an ocean wave 
Right and left thru, dive thru, pass 
thru 
Do-sa-do, make an ocean wave 
Swing thru, spin the top 
Right and left thru 
Face the lady on your right 
Box the gnat, change hands 
Allemande left . . . 
JUST BASICS 
by Ray McMillan, Alhambra, Calif. 
Two and four right and left thru 
Head two go up and back, ladies lead 
Dixie style to an ocean wave, balance 
Pass thru, split two 
Go around one to a line of four 
Pass thru, on to the next 
Box the gnat, pull by, on to the next 
Dixie style to an ocean wave, balance 
Girls circulate, boys circulate 
Girls turn back, as a couple circulate 
Now back track, promenade 
Don't slow down 
Cast-off 3/4  around 
Left allemande . . . 
FIGURES 
MIXED HASH 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, N.Y. 
Side ladies chain 
Heads slide thru 
Double star thru, pass thru 
Centers cast back 
Wheel and deal, boys pass thru 
Swing thru, swing by right half way 
Split circulate, curlique 
Split circulate to a curlique 
Girls trade, swing thru 
Box the gnat, pull by 
Left allemande . . . 
WORKING IN 3'S 
Head ladies chain 3/4 
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Side men roll her a half sashay 
Lines of three do-sa-do to ocean wave 
Swing thru, step thru 
Wheel and deal two and one 
Then star thru 
Head gems dive thru, pass thru 
Circle three, head gents break 
Pick up the next and circle eight 
Girls pass thru and clover leaf 
Boys pass thru, left allemande . . . 
Head ladies chain 3/4 
Side men roll her half sashay 
Lines of three swing thru 
Girls in the middle trade 
Pass thru, wheel and deal two and one 
Star thru 
Head gents dive thru, pass thru 
Split thru, turn left around one 
Circle eight, half sashay 
To a right and left grand 
Head ladies chain 3A 
Side men roll her half sashay 
Lines of three pass thru 
Wheel and deal, star thru 
Head men substitute, pass thru 
Circle three, head gent break 
Lines of three, pass thru, turn back 
Circle eight, men pass thru and clover 
leaf 
Girls right and left thru 
Swing thru, step thru 
Left allemande . . . 
ROUND OFF — TURN THRU 
by Vic Harris, Burnaby, B.C., Canada 
One and three square thru four hands 
around 
Star thru the outside two 
Right and left thru and turn your Sue 
Roll away a half sashay 
Now pass thru and round off 
Center four turn thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Two and four go right and left thru 
All four ladies chain I say 
One and three a half sashay 
One and three cross trail thru 
Up the outside go around two 
Hook right on make a line of four 
Forward up and back with you 
Pass thru and round off 
Center four turn thru 
Left allemande . . . 
TRADE FIGURE 
by Vic Harris, Burnaby, B.C., Canada 
Head ladies chain to the right 
New head ladies chain across 
Heads lead right, circle four 
Break to a line of four 
Up to the middle and back 
Go right and left thru 
Same ladies chain across 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru and wheel and deal 
Center four pass thru 
Swing thru the outside two 
Men trade and box the gnat 
Change hands, left allemande . . . 
MIXED HASH 
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, N.Y. 
All four couples half sashay 
Heads split square thru four hands 
Centers pass thru 
Centers in, round off 
Grand right and left . . 
Heads right and circle to a line 
Star thru to an ocean wave 
Trade the wave, circulate all eight 
Trade the wave, circulate all eight 
Square thru 3/4 
Left allemande . . . 
Heads pair off, do-sa-do 
Make an ocean wave 
Trade the wave 
Spin chain thru, ends circulate 
Trade the wave 
Spin chain thru, ends circulate 
Slide thru, right and left thru 
Pass thru, turn back 
Square thru four hands to a 
Grand right and left . . . 
Heads right and circle to a line of four 
Star thru to an ocean wave 
Trade the wave, cast-off 34 
Trade the wave, cast-off 3/4 
Trade the wave, cast-off 34 
Finish that off and the boys trade 
Girls trade, spin chain thru 
• 4 • 
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Trade the wave, cast-off 3/4 
Slide thru, pass thru 
Partners trade and a quarter more 
Grand right and left . . . 
Two and four right and left thru 
Heads right and circle to a line 
Star thru and make a wave 
Swing thru, split circulate 
Trade the wave, left swing thru 
Split circulate, trade the wave 
Swing thru, split circulate to a 
Right and left grand . . . 
SWAP AROUND FIGURES 
by Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg, 
Fla. 
Head ladies chain you do 
Two and four go right and left thru 
Allemande left, allemande thar 
Go forward two, make a star 
Slip the clutch, left allemande 
Come back one and promenade 
Heads wheel around, star thru 
Right and left thru 
Turn your Sue, star thru 
Swap around, bend the line 
Swap around, bend the line 
Star thru 
Just the centers California twirl 
Same two swap around 
Left allemande . 
Heads half square thru, swing thru 
Men run right, bend the line 
Star thru, dive thru, pass thru 
Swing thru 
Girls run right, cast-off 3/4 
Box the gnat 
Square thru 3/4 back 
Bend the line, swap around 
Bend the line, two ladies chain 
Turn that girl, star thru 
Left allemande . . 
GONE OFF AGAIN 
by Fred Fournier and Carl Lovig 
Miami, Fla. 
Heads square thru 
Split two 
Go around one to a line 
Pass thru, round off 
Double pass thru, peel off 
Girls fold, swat the flea 
Left allemande . . . 
PAIRAMA 
by Will Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Heads square thru 3/4 around 
U turn back and circle up eight 
All four men go forward and back 
As a pair lead to the right and circle 
four 
Go full around until you're back to 
back 
Star thru, centers trade 
Wheel and deal to face those two 
Inside arch, dive thru 
Square thru count four hands 
U turn back and circle up eight 
All four ladies go forward and back 
As a pair lead to the right and circle 
four 
Go full around until you're back to 
back 
Star thru, centers trade 
Wheel and deal to face those two 
Dive thru, pass thru 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 
To a left allemande . . . 
SPIN FIGURES 
by Gus Robb, Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Side ladies chain and when you do 
Same couples go right and left thru 
One and three will square thru 
Four hands around in the middle you 
do 
Do-sa-do the outside two 
Make an ocean wave and rock it 
Spin chain thru, that's what you do 
Balance up and back with you 
All eight circulate 
Spin chain thru is the thing to do 
Keep on turning and when you're thru 
Swing thru and box the gnat 
Pull by, left allemande . . . 
Heads to the right and circle four 
Head gents break to a line of four 
Forward eight and back in time 
Pass thru and bend the line 
Do-sa-do and without a stop 
Swing thru, then spin the top 
Right and left thru 
Turn on around, star thru 
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Keep on turning and when you're thru 
The girls trade, the boys trade 
Spin chain thru, that's what you do 
Keep on turning and when you're thru 
Boys circulate, go right and left thru 
Allemande left . . . 
Head two couples lead to the right 
Circle up four 
Head gents break, rock and reel 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, centers in 
Cast-off 3/4 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Dixie spin, rock up and back 
Do a U turn back 
Boys trade, spin the top 
Two ladies chain, turn the girls 
And cross trail thru 
Left allemande . . . 
NEW IDEA 
FAN CHAIN THRU 
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Fla. 
From two ocean waves or two two-
face lines, the center two turn 3/4, new 
centers trade across the set, turn 3/4 
again to re-form waves or two-faced 
lines. The Fan Chain Thru is the 
center movement of a spin chain thru. 
EXAMPLES 
by Jack Lasry 
Head couples square thru four hands 
round 
With the sides make a wave 
Fan chain thru, balance 
Girls run, bend the line 
Box the gnat, cross trail thru 
Left allemande . . . 
Head couples square thru four hands 
round 
With the sides make a wave 
Swing thru and balance 
Fan chain thru 
Spin the top, cross trail thru 
Left allemande . 	. 
Head couples square thru four hands  
round 
With the sides make a wave 
Fan chain thru, boys circulate twice 
Swing thru, balance 
Fan chain thru, girls circulate twice 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Dive thru, pass thru, 
Left allemande . . . 
Head couples square thru four hands 
round 
With the sides make a wave 
All eight circulate 
Fan chain thru 
Boys circulate twice 
Boys run, cast off 3/4 
Left allemande . . . 
Head couples square thru four hands 
round 
With the sides make a wave 
Boys run 
Fan chain thru 
Girls circulate, twice 
Girls run 
Fan chain thru 
Boys circulate twice 
All eight circulate 
Left allemande . . . 
FAN CHAIN THRU EXAMPLE 
By Willard Orlich 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Heads star thru, pass thru, swing thru 
Ends run, fan chain thru 
Ends circulate, couples circulate 
Ends run, fan chain thru 
Ends circulate, ends run 
Couples circulate, wheel and deal 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande . . . 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine WORK-
SHOP features original material sub-
mitted by you. Choreography, Callers' 
Questions, Basic Breakdown, Figures and 
Breaks, and New Ideas are presented 
each month. Mail new and creative 
material and questions to Willard Orlich, 
Workshop Editor, SQUARE DANCE 
Magazine, 1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington 







BADGES THAT SAY "HELLO" 
Any size—shape or design 
50 colors to choose from. Can copy 
any badge or motif. Work out your own 
design or we will design a badge for 
you. Send in sketch for free club sam-
ple. 
Also write for our new 284 goofy 
badge booklet at 70c ea. Just off the 
press, 208 badge booklet on fun quali-
fying badges. Qualifying badges std. 
1.00, deluxe 1.25. Fast service—satis-
faction guaranteed. 
Also sound equipment—all makes 
and power sizes. New & used featuring 
Bogen—Ca/done—Newcomb. 
Mikes: E/ectro-Voice—N o r e I c o—
Shure Bros.--Sony" and Vega wireless 
mikes. 
Concord-Roberts—''Sony" tape re-
corders. Recording tape: Audio & Sony 
both reel & cartridge. 
Other equipment: sound columns, 
monitors, mike & speaker stands, 7" 
green stock, deluxe record cases & floor 
care, records, repair speakers in stock. 
Evening and Sunday hours for 
area buyers. 
Write for info on any badge or sound 
needs. Over 10 years serving square 
and round dance trade. 
Plastic Engraving Service-0 
Division of New Era Engravers 
BOB ROTTMANN 
11041 So. Tolman Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60655 
Beverly 3-5527 or 233-5527 
SINGING CALLS 
TAKE ME ALONG—Bogan 1208 
Caller: Cal Lambert 
This is done to the tune of the air-
lines song that is done as a television 
commercial by the gals that don't want 
to be left at home. It is quite a rollicky 
number, well put together and it totals 
up to a fine dance. 
Here is the figure: Heads star thru, 
then do-sa-do, back out between the 
sides in lines of four, up and back, pass 
thru, ends trade, centers turn back, 
join hands and circle, left allemande, 
grand right and left, promenade. 
Break: Four ladies chain across, chain 
back, do-sa-do corner, see-saw your 
own, men star right, once around, left 
allemande corner, do-sa-do your own, 
men star left one time and star prom-
enade on home. 
NEAR YOU—Bogan 1207 
Caller: Keith Thomsen 
Don't pass up this record because 
Bogan label is not your cup of tea. 
Bogan does put out good records on 
occasions and this is one of the occas-
ions. Here is the figure: Head ladies 
chain across, heads star thru and pass 
thru and right and left thru, dive thru, 
star thru, roll a half sashay, do-sa-do, 
men in the middle, ocean wave, spin 
the top, pass thru and swing, swing 
corner and promenade. 
LIGHT IN THE WINDOW—Mac-
Gregor 2022 
Caller: Tommy Stoye 
Here is an old favorite tune done 
up in a fine new dance that will be a 
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FOR FUN 
THE DANCER'S COBBLER SINCE 1887 
IT Nora Slstallgicage. NI. 
LJ 
must at dances in the days to come. 
Last month Tommie came out with two 
records and got egg all over his face. 
This month his two new ones have got 
to be hits. This is a smooth, easy flow-
ing dance. The dance can be used for 
class work. It is that easy. Yet Old 
Buster will enjoy it even if no one 
lets the hammer down. Tommie's best 
recording since Dominique. 
BEST GUITAR PICKER—MacGregor 
2021 
Caller: Tommie Stoye. 
The dance is real good, the music 
is great and Tommie is in great voice. 
What more can we ask for. Break: All 
around the left hand lady, see-saw part-
ner, join hands and circle, corner alle-
mande, come back and do-sa-do, bow 
and weave the ring, do-sa-do partner, 
allemande left, come back home and 
promenade. 
Figure: Four ladies chain across, 
chain them back home, heads roll away, 
up and back, slide thru and do a right 
and left thru, dive thru, pass thru and 
swing, left allemande, come back and 
promenade. 
I'LL COME RUNNIN—Scope 507 
Caller: Bob Page 
A fine dance that keeps moving. 
Here is the break : Join hands circle 
left, allemande left and weave the ring, 
meet her and box the gnat, four ladies 
promenade inside, home you go and 
box the gnat, allemande corner, come 
back and promenade. 
Figure: Head two ladies chain to the 
right, heads to the middle and star 
twirl, right and left thru with the out-
side two, star thru, dixie style to an 
ocean wave, rock it, girls trade, boys 
trade, swing that gal, allemande left 
corner, promenade this gal. 
All Singing Calls are reviewed and 
workshopped by and may be purchased from 
Edward's Record Service, 





oy Jack and Helen Todd 
'SWINGIN' EASY" 






special long playing hoedowns 
NEWEST FLIP SQUARES 
TOP 25163 
'I'M A SWINGER" 
by Ray Bohn 
TOP 25164 
"HAPPY WANDERER" 




BY JON JONES 
Arlington, Tex. 
Wonderful Music By 
Square L Outlaws 
SQUARE L RECORD CO 
8512 La Jolla Ct. 
Ft. Worth 16, Tex. 
TOP 
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At Your Dealer 
Flip Singing Call 
"Something Stupid" 
By Ernie Kinney 
Hi-Hat 357 
New Rounds 
(Available offer Feb. 15) 
"My Wonderful One" 
Memo Bernabei Music 
Waltz by 
Nora & Archie Murrell 
"Silvery Moon" 
Gene Garf Music 
Fun two-step by 
Betty & Clancy Mueller 
Hi-Hat 848 
H IPLH AT 
Dance Records 
Your uutrattfeeoff the finest 
in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES 
Since 1898 
At Better Stores Everywhere 
F. L. Wilmarth Co., East Prov., R. I. 
V71ACOOSII =En RECORDS 
THE RECORD DESIGNED ... WITH THE CALLER IN MIND" 
Newest Release 
WW 206 
SHINDIG IN THE BARN 
by Jerry Haag 
and the Wagon Masters 
9500 West 53rd Ave. 	Arvada, Colorado 
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ROUND DANCES 
SWEET SIXTEEN—Hi Hat 844 
Choreography by Marge and Charlie 
Carter 
Good music with a flowing inter-
mediate waltz routine. 
SUGAR BLUES—Hi Hat 844 
Choreography by Sue and Con Gnie-
wek 
By the authors of Spaghetti Rag . . . 
excellent music and another 16 mea-
sure challenge dance with a catchy 
two measure break. 
RAG DOLL—Hi Hat 845 
Choreography by Toni and Lu Del-
son 
A good fast moving intermediate 
two-step with excellent lively music. 
GOOD MORNING—Hi Hat 845 
Choreography by Vivian and Ben 
Highburger 
Excellent music and a good ad-
vanced quick/step routine with all the 
lock variations rolled into one. 
TRUMPET TALK—Decca 32159 
Choreography by Zeke and Tommie 
Neeley 
The unusually good Bert Kaemp-
fert music and a good strong intermed-
iate two-step routine. 
FOR YOU—Decca 31574 
Choreography by Betty Collins and 
Gordon Moss. 
Vocal by Rick Nelson. Good music 
and a fun advanced mambo routine (if 
that's possible). 
FRENCHY—AM 870 
Choreography by Eloise and Ray 
Appel 
A good intermediate two-step to the 
always great Herb Alpert music. 
MISS FRENCHY BROWN—AM 870 
Choreography by Marge and Mary 
Tetzloff 
A good easy version to the same 
Qual i t y 
1 
THE LAST WALTZ—Parrot 40019 
Choreography by Marge and Char-
lie Carter 
Vocal by (would you believe) En-
gelbert Humperdinck. Excellent music 
and intermediate waltz routine with a 
sequence you wouldn't believe either. 
SUGAR BABE—Grenn 14104 
Choreography by Vonnie and Willie 
Stotler 
Excellent music and good intermed-
iate two-step (old favorite). 
ORANGE BLOSSOMS—Grenn 14104 
Choreography by Fran and Oscar 
Schwartz 
An intermediate waltz routine to the 
good music of "Waltz In Paradise." 
SWINGING ON A STAR—Windsor 
4729 
Choreography by Jeanne and Carson 
Moody 
Good music and 20 measure easy 
two-step routine. 
HONEY YOU'RE THE BOSS—Wind-
sor 4729 
Choreography by Carmel and Pete 
Murbach 
Good latin music. A good intermed-
iate fun dance with a 1,2,3, hop, a 
stamp, stamp, stamp and Ole'. 
STERLING SILVER—Windsor 4730 
Choreography by Amy and Ev Kuhn 
"When Your Hair Has Turned To 
Silver", a flowing easy intermediate 
waltz routine. 
MEMPHIS TWO-STEP — Windsor 
4730 
Choreography by Elsye and Bill 
Johnson 
A good easy two-step routine to big 
band music. 
HELLO FAITHLESS—Grenn 14105 
Choreography by Helen and Bob 
Smithwick 
Good music with a good easy two-
step routine. 16 measure repeat. 
NAME BADGES 
Name only, 6" 
with town 	UC EA. and/or club 
Any State Shape 80c each. 
Write for a new full list 
of activity badges and new 
brochures. We make and 
design any shape badge. 
Enclose sketch and quan-
tity of initial order for our 
prices. Write for brochure 
for full information: 
A to Z ENGRAVING 
Ray Nelson, 
P.O. Box 3450 
WAUCONDA, Ill. 60064 
ANNOUNCING A NEW RELEASE 
Now Available 
Al Your Dealers 
"FREE WHEELIN HOBO" 
A Flip Inst. SHY 109 Called by JACK MAY 
S PLUS "YOU TWO TIMED ME 
H 	ONE TIME TOO OFTEN" Flip Inst. SHY 110 
A Called by JACK MAY Snappy Music by the 
Y 	
•CROSSTRAILERS* 
P.O. BOX 7591 
RECORDS 	
OREGON, OHIO 43616 U.S.A. 
1st ANNUAL 
Western Square and 
Round Dancing 
MONTREAT, N. C. 
July 4-5-6, 1968 
Staff: 
Myrna Cheek, Stanton, Calif. Ted Frye, 
Knoxville, Tenn. Billy Joe Oliver, Greeneville, 
Tenn. Danny Robinson, Winter Park, Fla. 
Homer Walter, Lexington, Ky. Don William-
son, Greenville, Tenn. 
Rounds: 
Ruth Jewell & Wray Ferrell, Raleigh, N.C. 
For Information write: 
Don Williamson 
College Hills 




Write for brochure: 
National Square Dance Assn. 
1622 N. Rand Rd. 
Arlington Heights, III. 60004 
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record. 
• CALIFORNIA—Fresno's new and 
improved Convention Center will be 
the scene of the Kross Roads Squar-
Rama Feb. 23-25. Sponsored by the 
Valley Association of Square Dancers 
for the 11th year, the dance will fea-
ture Stan Cole, Don Franklin, Ernie 
Kinney, Bill Peters, Dick Parrish, Don 
Stewart and Tommy Stoye. Also on the 
program are R/D workshops by Max-
ine and Clark Smith, live music, ex-
hibitions, impromptu callers session and 
after parties. Register with Joe Shu-
maker, 1927 E. Austin Way, Fresno, 
Calif. 93726. 
• WEST INDIES—Holiday Squares 
proudly announces a Leap Year Prom. 
enade to Aruba, W.I. Feb. 29 to March 
3. Tour escorts are Marion and Earl 
Johnston and Donna and Doug Schulz. 
Write for brochure to Holiday Squares, 
P.O. Box 223, Vernon, Conn. 06086. 
• CONNECTICUT — Le d ya r d 
Squares present a "Once In Four 
Years Dance" Feb. 29 at Juliet Long 
School, Gales Ferry, with Ron Schneid-
er calling. The dance is especially for 
stags, but couples will be admitted. 
• TENNESSEE—Melton Luttrell will 
call the Greater Memphis S/D Associ-
ation's Annual Benefit Dance for the 
Handicapped March 17 at the fabulous 
Rivermont Club, overlooking the 
mightly Mississippi. Y'all come! 
MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES 
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn 
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The 
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business 
if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels 
and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a 
dealer of square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance 
to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest yoll 
for complete details. No obligation. 
WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU 
CALIFORNIA 	 ii.i.INOIS 	 NEBRASKA 
Corsair-Continental Corp. 	Heritage Distributing Corp. 	Square Dance Distributors 
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd., 1622 N. Rand Rd., 	 208 Lyric Building 
Temple City 	 Arlington Heights 60004 	Omaha 
CANADA 
Canadian Music Sales 
58 Advance Road, 
Toronto, Ont. 
MICHIGAN 
Scott Colburn's Saddlery 




P.O. Box 16. 
Bath 
GEORGIA 	 MISSOURI 	 WASHINGTON 
Record Distributors 	 Webster Record Distributors 	Western Dance Distributors 
2581 Piedmont Rd., N.E.. 	124 W. Lockwood, 	 1230% Westlake Ave. N.. 
Atlanta 30324 	 St. Louis 63119 Seattle 8 
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• COLORADO—The Aggie Hayloft-
ers are preparing for the 21st Annual 
S & R/D Festival March 22 and 23 at 
the Student Center Ballroom, Colo-
rado State University, Ft. Collins. 
Theme is a "Fistful of Dollars" and 
with the wonderful calling of Ed Gil-
more it will be a weekend to remem-
ber. — John R. Bennett. 
• GEORGIA—The officers of the 
Greater Atlanta Federation of S/D Of-
ficers for 1968 are Joyne and Ray 
Baldridge, president; Nancy and Don 
Ragan, vice president; Ann K. Moore, 
secretary; Doris and Wilford Cook, 
treasurer. 
• OHIO- -Recent Buckey poll re-
sults lists the top ten round dances 
as: 1. Too Much Love, 2. Call Her 
Your Sweetheart, 3. Marnie, 4. Hold 
Me, 5. Tango Mannita, 6. Mexicali 
Rose, 7. Arms of Love, 8. Doodley 
Cha, 9. Strawberry Jam, 10. Allegheny 
Waltz, Smile, and Walkin' in the Sun-
shine (tied). — Frank Lehnert. 
• ALABAMA—Max Forsyth, Chuck 
Raley and the Manning Smiths head-
line the 15th Annual Alabama Jubilee 
to be held April 5-6 at Birmingham 
Municipal Auditorium. Area callers 
will he featured on Saturday, with a 
fashion show—Hawaiian style in the 
evening, followed by an after-party 
and Luau breakfast. Register with Ala. 
Jubilee Committee, P.O. Box 6161, 
Birmingham, Ala. 35209. 
—Alma Ruth Peters 
• NORTH DAKOTA—Come to Mi-
not, the Magic City for the 14th An-
nual S/D Convention and Jamboree, 
April 19-20. Register with Harold Ray-
bern, 1242 Siroccco Dr., Minot Air 
Force Base, N.D. 58701. 
Address: National News and Events Editor 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, 1622 N. Rand 
Rd., Arlington Heights. 111. 60004. 
RECORD DEALER ROSTER 
All new square and round dance records advertised or reviewed in 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine are available from the dealers listed 
on this page. Write dealer of your choice for the Spring-Summer 
1967 Square and Round Dance Record Catalog published by 
SQUARE DANCE Magazine. 
CANADA 
• GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS 
34 Norman Crescent, 
Saskatoon. Sask. 
ILLINOIS 
• S RECORD CENTER 
1614 N. Pulaski Rd., 
Chicago 60639 
• SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
1622 N. Rand Rd., 
Arlington Heights 60004 
INDIANA 
• STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES 
3600 S. Main St., Elkhart 46514 
MICHIGAN 
• SCOTT COLBURN'S SADDLERY 
33305 Grand River, 
Farmington 48024 
WASHINGTON 
• AQUA RECORD SHOP 















Please include SQUARE DANCE 
address label to insure prompt 
service whenever you write about 
your subscription. Mail to: 
SQUARE DANCE 
1622 N. Rand Rd. 
Arlington Heights, Ill 60004 
To subscribe to SQUARE DANCE 
mail this form with your pay-
ment and check 0 New Sub-
scription 0 Renew My Present 
Subscription. 
Subscription rates in the United 
States: One year. $5.00; Two 
years. $9.00; Three years, $12.00. 
Canadian and foreign add $.50 
per year postage. 
Change of Address 
If you're moving, please let us 
know three weeks before changing 
your address. Place magazine label 
here. Print your new address be-
low. If you have a question about 
your subscription, place your ad-
dress label here and clip this form 
to your letter. 
- — 
zip code 
" rf WACNT MEANT TO OE 
A MINI-SKIRT... I CAUGHT 





La Crosse, Wisconsin 
Parties. After-Parties, Funshops, Trail Dance. Easy and 
Advanced Rounds, Basic R.D. Steps, Booths. Full staff at 
every session. Good Camping. Sponsors: Happy Twirlers 
and Chamber of Commerce. For flyer write: Spring Fling, 




Who says square dancing 
needs a national association? 
You do! . . . 
As a subscriber and reader of SQUARE DANCE Magazine 
you have shown a strong desire to keep informed about 
your favorite recreation NATIONALLY. You no doubt are an active dancer 
who would like to see square and round dancing grow in popularity 
and enjoyment. You have probably been instrumental in 
introducing several of your friends and relatives to your 
hobby. In short, you are an active promoter of square dancing. 
Imagine if only a tenth of the over 5 million dancers were 
like you. Imagine 500,000 dancers united into ONE effective 
association which has the funds, the staff, the enthusiasm, 
the cooperation to make SQUARE DANCING the LEADING, 
GROWING recreation of the nation. 
The NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION is doing 
just that. It doesn't have a half million membership as yet, but it's 
growing month by month. YOU should be a member . . . NSDA needs 
you. Why not send in your $5 membership fee today. Re-
member your SQUARE DANCE Magazine subscription is included 
in the fee. Join today . . . and tell your friends. 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION 
Enclosed find $5.00 (per person or 
per couple) enrollment fee for one 
year membership, charter certifi-
cate, membership card(s), and 
other privileges. I understand $2.50 
of this amount is for SQUARE 
DANCE Magazine subscription (12 
issues), the Official Publication of 
the Association. 
Mail this form and remittance to: 
National Square Dance Association 
1621 N. Hand Rd. 
Arlington Heights, III. 60001 
Please enroll (me) (us) as Charter Mem-
ber(s) in the National Square Dance 
Association: 








This lovely dress features 
an overlay of embroider-
ed eyelet on 100% "daz-
zle" cotton and "peek-a-
boo" eyelet puff sleeves. 
Easy care, drip dry, finest 
cotton made. Blue, lime, 
orange, or pink. Sizes 6 
to 18. 
Model D80 I 	$20.00 
"Psychadelic" stripes and 
flowers for those w h o 
want something new and 
different in a dress. So 
shockingly gay at t h e 
dance! Easy-care 100% 
cotton. Navy or lime. 
Sizes 6 to 18. 
Model D802 	$20.00 





SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
1622 N. RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 	60004 
(312) 255-4060 
This perky paisley print of 
Permanent-Press K o d e l 
and cotton is lavishly lad-
en with five-inch cotton 
lace. Pink, blue, orange. 
Sizes 6 to 18. 
Model D803 	$20.00 
ORDER FORM 





CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP CODE 
ni PAYMENT ENCLOSED — CHARGE MY ACCOUNT 
ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD 5c TAX FOR EACH DOLLAR OF GOODS 
WE PAY POSTAGE 	■ 	SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
stckoott, 
H.. 47U 
Charming! Whit* cotton pique 
with a bright floral design of pop-
pies in blue or In rose. The dress is 
one-piece and the midriff tie Is sewed 
Into the side seam. It can tie In front or 
it will also tie to the back. If tied in front 
the contrasting color shows. 
1121.101 
Handling Charge 	$1.00 
P3 WALTON, COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Each dress is custom made by an 
expert seamstress to your measure-
ments. Please state Bust, Waist. 
and Skirt length—from bottom of 
your waistband to the lower edge 
of your skirt. Also state your usual 
dress size. Add $1.00 to cover post-
age and handling charges. 
Fashionsby - NITA SMITH 
113 WALTON DRIVE 
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 77840 
*50;4 
A beautiful dress of white ail-over 
cotton lace. 	Skirt features three 
loose flounces. Entire dress Is lined 
In a color: rod, shocking pink, light 
blue, golden yellow, spring green. The 
bodice Is a low V both front and back. 
" Handling Charge —S1.00"  
match a slip to the colorful 
lining! And Pentelenes, too. 
He. 6715 
